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can prevent humanity from striving to
wards the reverence of true values.
The measure of destruction and vanda
lism is overflowing. Nobody will dare
say that this is an exaggeration.
Murder, slander, destruction, take place
daily. The shame for the black foam
of hatred fills the earth. The heart of
humanity of course realizes that one
cannot proceed further by this path.
The whispering of hypocrites that the
situation is not bad, is not convincing
for those, who see with their own eyes
all the horrors around them, not only
of times of wars, but also of all other
times, which through some misunder
standing are called times of peace. The
human heart wants a real peace. It
strives to labour—creatively and active
ly. It wants to love and to expand in
the realization of Sublime Beauty. In
the highest perception of Beauty and
Knowledge all conventional divisions
disappear. The heart speaks its own
language; it wants to rejoice at that
which is common for all, uplifts all, and
leads to the radiant Future.
Is not the Sign, of which we all
think, the Banner of the radiant
Future ! We must affirm those great
milestones, for which we shall not be
ashamed before any judgment of the
future humanity. When we affirm with
the whole power of our spirit the
Banner of protection of treasures of
humanity, we know that the future
unseen friends will thank us for it.
They will thank us that during the

most difficult hours we have neverthe
less carried high the Banner of Unity,
Beauty and Knowledge and desired to
safeguard the treasure-troves not for
ourselves, but for those who will come
later to this plough-field of labour.
To transform the dusky life of every
day into a continuous Festival of Love
and Great Service is an undeferrable
and immutable aim. People are respon
sible for the state of the planet. They
cannot justify themselves that in ignor
ance, delusion and hatred they have
debased the beautiful creations. For
such a crime there is no vindication.
And if some homunculus would try to
seduce you, stating that thoughts about
beauty, knowledge and peace are of no
importance, then quickly turn away from
this ignoramus and hasten to the Banner
of Peace, where you will find friends
and co-workers. Speaking of co-workers,
of various co-operative actions, we speak
of the actual value of labour. We say
that when working in the name of great
Culture, we want to assemble around an
unconquerable Banner, where Love,
Trust and Creativeness find their birth.
Is it not a grand realization to witness
creative labourers under the Banner of
Peace !
Is it not glorious to see the march
of youth inspired, enthusiastic, knowing
that it goes under the Banner of Peace
in the name of the Highest, the most
Beautiful!
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What can be more majestic than the
march under the Banner of Peace!
What can be more wonderful than the
participation in this march under the
Banner of peaceful labour and creative
constructiveness of the hosts of youth,
singing hymns of beautiful achieve
ments ! And now this sublime mani
festation of great Culture is no longer a
dream, but is going to become a reality.
Already for the third time the defend
ers of Peace and Culture gather for the
affirmation of the Banner—Protector of
all real treasures of human genius. On
November 17, 1933 in Washington are
gathering friends of the Banner of
Peace. And on the same day in many
countries will resound greetings to the
Banner. Everywhere there will as
semble old and young and everyone will
send in his own way thoughts about
the peace of the whole world and about
the unity of human hearts in the name
of Light and Culture. And at the head
of the march of Peace I visualize the
great peace-bearer, the Blessed Bhagavan Sri Ramakrishna and the Lion of
Truth, Swami Vivekananda, who so
often in his enlightened messages point
ed out the great value of art and science
as leading principles of evolution. And
of course this radiant call always re
sounded in the hearts that remain for
ever young.
Is this not a festival! Is not the
great Festival of Co-operation and
mutual Understanding held before our
very eyes, when we can think and apply
in life hearty unity in the name of the
most Significant and most Beautiful!
Already that fact is remarkable that we
can unitedly repeat the prayer of the

Beautiful! Verily our times are diffi
cult, because of all the commotions of
the spirit, all non-understanding and all
attacks of darkness against the Light.
But perhaps this terrible tension is but
the impulse in order to direct humanity
through all storms and over all abysses
to peaceful construction and mutual
respect.
Just think what an unforgetable
epoch-making day is before us when
over all centres of Knowledge and
Beauty will be unfurled the one Banner.
This Banner will call everyone to rever
ence of treasures of human spirit, to
respect of Culture and to have new
valuation of labour as the only measure
of true values. From childhood people
will witness that there exists not only
a flag of the Red Cross so nobly estab
lished for protection of the health of
the human body, but also there exists
a Sign of Peace and Culture for the
health of the Spirit.
Above all treasuries of creations of
human genius shall wave the Banner
which in itself says : “Here are guard
ed the treasures of all mankind, here
above all petty divisions, above illu
sory borders of enmity and hatred, is
the Fiery Stronghold of Love, Labour
and all-moving Creation.”
People
weary of incessant toiling will look up
with love to the Sign of Spiritual Com
munion ; the heart of everyone will
throb in joy seeing the manifested Sign
of labour, knowledge and beauty. Let
everyone in his field, within his possi
bilities, apply his strength and ex
perience to affirm urgently the Sign of
peaceful co-operation. No obstacles,
no convulsions of hatred and falsehood

